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under the harvest moon

AUTHENTIC NATIVE CRAFTS
All Your Purchases Help the Poorest of the Poor

FREE SHIPPING
ALL ORDERS  

OF $99 OR MORE



GREETINGS FROM THE SOUTHWEST 

Although you may never have been blessed to visit the Land of Enchantment, 
we are pleased to send you a tiny slice of the ancient world of roosting chiles, 
dancing Yeis, flashing mesas, frosty pumpkins, and majestic Harvest Moons.

For almost 50 years the Southwest Indian Foundation has aided the Natives 
of the Southwest living in extreme poverty and third world conditions with 
Housing, sanitized water, education, medical assistance, and employment 
opportunities.

In this catalog, we hope to offer you a variety of unique and attractive items that 
reflect the spirit and the way of life of the ancient peoples of the Southwest.

For centuries people from all over the world have celebrated the fullness and 
bounty of the harvest; the exhilarating freshness of the autumn air, and deep 
stirring euphoria from the giant orange globe of a Harvest Moon hovering  
over the landscape.

The Native Peoples of the Southwest were much closer to these powers in 
nature, because they did not have moderns distractions, and they were so 
dependent and immersed in that world.

Hopefully, we will pause from our busy and demanding world,  
and muse upon our blessings, and the profound and masterful  
order in nature. Let us also contemplate  the unique and  
centuries old contributions of the Native People  
of the Southwest.
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RAINBOW YEI SET
A rainbow of Purple, Orange, and Red Spiny 
Oyster and Blue and Green Turquoise  give this 
set a natural beauty you're sure to love.

BRACELET 
#3302    $149   
Please specify wrist size; 
add $8 for each full size  
over 6.

PENDANT 
#12127  $75  

EARRINGS 
#11137   $75 

A  ZUNI HAPPY HORSE 
Hand-carved Zuni rock happy horse 
with exquisite turquoise hooves. 
#5211  $56 

B  NATIVE HORSES SILK SCARF 
Run with the herd! Elegant and stylish, 
this colorful silk scarf is perfect for any 
occasion. 
# 16011   $48

C  SUNSET BLANKET SOCKS 
Warmly colorful and comfortable, these 
socks are made from a cotton/nylon 
blend. Machine washable. 
#8544  $12

RING 
#5605   
(Sizes 6 – 9½)   
$125 

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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SHORT SLEEVE

B  AMERICA’S NATIONAL PARKS ON DVD 
Grand Canyon to Denali and beyond — experience America’s National 
Parks, breathtakingly filmed in High Definition! Dennis Burkhart has not 
only filmed every national park during his lifetime, he is the first to film all 
58 parks in High Definition. This incredible series delivers the entirety of 
America’s National Parks! 3 DVDs, over 6 hours! 
#6944  $39 

C    JUNGLE TIGERS SHIRT 
Breathtaking collage of the Bengal Tiger in his native habitat! (100% 
Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10292  Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32  
#10293  Short Sleeve T-Shirt  $24 
#10294  Children's Short Sleeve (S, M, L, XL)   $18 

B
C

D

E

A  NATIVE SUN ZIP-TOP SHOULDER BAG 
Subtle decorative elements of the Native Sun shoulder bag  
combine perfectly to help carry you throughout the seasons. 
Beautiful hand rubbed distressed charcoal brown patina is  
accented with native inspired cut-outs revealing layers of  
leather in muted tones. With added compartments on the  
back and interior, and an available matching wallet (see below),  
you will be organized and fashionable. Cotton lining, an interior  
zip pocket, interior accessory pouches, and also includes a 
protective storage bag. 100% genuine full grain leather.  
11" x 8" x 3.5", adjustable shoulder strap 11-13" drop.  
#7571  $189

A  
 

NATIVE SUN TRI-FOLD WALLET 
Matching tri-fold wallet has spring snap closure, 
back zipper coin pocket, 13 card slots, flap for a 
checkbook, and 5 compartments. 7.5" x 4"  
#7564  $89
 
 

D  EXOTIC FLORA SOCKS 
#8534  Fits Sizes 9-11  $12  

FREE SHIPPING
ALL ORDERS  

 $99 OR MORE
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SPIDER OPAL SET 
Beautiful Spider Opal set in Sterling silver  

and necklace with Italian Sterling chain.  
You choose your desired CZ birthstone color.  

CHOOSE YOUR 
 BIRTHSTONE

JULY
RUBY

OCTOBER
TOURMALINE

NOVEMBER
CITRINE

DECEMBER
TOPAZ

MAY
EMERALD

AUGUST
PERIDOT

JUNE
ALEXANDRITE

SEPTEMBER
SAPPHIRE

JANUARY
GARNET

FEBRUARY
AMETHYST

MARCH
AQUAMARINE

APRIL
DIAMOND EARRINGS 

#11142  $129

 NECKLACE 
#12131  $139

 EARRINGS  
#11141  $149

NECKLACE 
#12132  $129

C B   Prayer Fan Vase 
Beautifully hand etched and painted 
Navajo prayer vase.  Lovely for any 
room in your house. 
#5622   $35

A   CASCADE MOUNTAIN ORGANIC RAFFIA WESTERN HAT 
Western style hand braided raffia hat with a beautiful beaded 
Concho and feathers. Fitted with a deluxe soft inner stretch band 
for comfort and fit. Has a shapeable brim and a vented crown. 
#4517  (One Size)  $42

A  

B

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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D  SOUTHWEST CORNFLOWER THROW BLANKET 
Soft to the touch and providing a warm, welcoming  
embrace, this huge Southwest Cornflower Throw Blanket  
will make a beautiful addition to your lodge, retreat, office  
or home! Inspired by traditional Native American patterns,  
this gorgeous Throw Blanket is proudly woven in America! 
#2889  (54" Wide x 70" Long)  $72  
SOUTHWEST CORNFLOWER PILLOW 
Matching Eagle Feather Pillow. 
#2892  (10" Wide x 17" Long)  $45   
SOUTHWEST CORNFLOWER THROW   
BLANKET & TWO PILLOW SET 
#9600  $149  

C  HOPI MAIDEN ANTLER FETISH 
Incredible hand-carved antler piece of a 

maiden Hope beaded ornamentation.  
Lovely accents and fine detail. 

#5210   $129

A   THIRTEEN HIDDEN BLACK BEARS SHIRT 
Can you find all 13 Hidden Black Bears on this  

Shirt? A challenging puzzle as well as a beautiful  
work of art! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 

#10263  Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10264  Short Sleeve T-Shirt  $24 

#10265  Children's Short Sleeve (S, M, L, XL)  $18 
ALSO AVAILABLE AS A SWEATSHIRT HOODIE! 

#10378 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $48
B  MULTI STONE OVAL TURQUOISE EARRINGS 

Classically elegant. Southwestern-style traditional with 
oval turquoise stones and Sterling silver.  

#11145  $136

A

BC

D

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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A    AFRICAN TURQUOISE CARVED 
FEATHER PENDANT AND NECKLACE 
With a little Bohemian flair, this hand-crafted 
African Turq carved feather pendant with 
mixed color pebble necklace radiates style. 
The unique double string of multi-colored 
stones and handsome sterling silver clasp 
complete this exceptional piece. 
#12136  $126

B    TURQUOISE DROP EARRINGS  
Dangle earrings with teardrop Turquoise 
stones are sure to enhance any outfit, from 
jeans and a t-shirt to an evening gown. 
Classic styling, Set in sterling silver. 
#11144  $112A

A

C

D

C  TEAL THREE-PIECE SET  
This elegant ensemble is hand-batiked 
in tones of teal with a touch of gold. 
Unconstructed, fringed sarong-jacket 
tops solid teal, long sleeve, scoop neck 
top. Easy elastic waist skirt with kick pleat; 
about 36" long. Hand-washable 100% 
rayon; batik pattern and color may vary 
slightly. Please Note: Belt is not included. 
#4085  S (6-8), M (10-12), L (12-14),  
XL (14-16), 1X (18-20),  
2X (22-24), 3X (24-26)  $119

D    ZUNI BEAR WITH FISH & CUB 
Mother and cub stick together! 
Hand-carved from fish rock and green 
serpentine with turquoise. 
#5214  $89
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A  AUTUMN THREE-PIECE SET 
Burnished golds and deep reds merge on a “canvas” of 
basic black in this classy, 3-piece ensemble featuring a 
Fringed Shawl, 100% Cotton Tee with 3/4 sleeves and 
covered button accents, and a flowing A-line Skirt with 
elastic back waist. Shawl & Skirt: 100% Crinkle Rayon) 
#8205  S (6-8), M (10-12), L (12-14),  
XL (14-16), 1X (18-20), 2X (22-24), 3X (24-26) $139

B  SOUTHWESTERN DRY SKIN THERAPY  
Instant relief. A timeless formula of beeswax, vitamin E 
and oils of Almond, olive, and grape seed infused with 
sap from out native Pinon pine. Experience Dry Skin 
Therapy — and absolute must for dry skin. 
#4006  2 oz.  $18 

C  3 AMIGOS KOKOPELLI VASE 
Colorful and buoyant, This handsome mug will help you 
wake up in the morning. Hand etched and painted. 
#5623  $86

A

C

E

D

D       KOKOPELLI SOCKS 
Socks that will make you smile! Kokopelli  
socks are super comfy and fun to wear.  
Cotton/Nylon blend. 
#8535  Fits Sizes 9-11 $12 

E     KOKOPELLI DANCERS  
TOTE BAG 
This vibrant Kokopelli Dancers  
Tote Bag is Jacquard woven  
to ensure a rich, dynamic, 
 textured look. Proudly made  
in America! 100% Cotton  
Approx. 17" x 17".  
#2899  $45

B

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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A  LOS ALAMOS ROBE 
Plush unisex robe is  incredibly plush, extra soft. Made from 100% recycled microfiber,   
    they’re not only the last word in comfort — they’re also 100% Earth-Friendly! 
       #8264  (Available in Two Sizes: S/M or L/XL)  $59

B  THE MYSTERY OF CHACO CANYON DVD 
Located in New Mexico, Chaco Canyon is one of the most extensive 
prehistoric ruins in America. For years archaeologists have assumed 
that Chaco was primarily an ancient trading center. Now, this nationally 
broadcast film (narrated by Robert Redford and first aired on PBS,) shows   
    that Chaco was instead a complex ceremonial center, harmonized by   
       extraordinary astronomical alignments of buildings and roads,     
         and elegantlight and shadow markings. Aerial and time lapse  
            footage, computer  modeling, and interviews with scholars show  
             how the Chacoan culture oriented and located its major buildings     
              in relation  to the sun and moon. A fascinating   documentary!  

 #6932  (56 Minutes)  $29

D  EQUESTRIAN COFFEE MUG 
Generous stoneware coffee mug is wonderfully functional 
as well as being original works of art! Original design 
by celebrated artist, Mara. Hand-engraved and hand-
painted in Mexico. (Microwave and Dishwasher Safe) 
#8466  (16 oz.)  $24 
#9076  (Set of 2)  $44 

C  CANYONLANDS  
TOTE BAG 
This vibrant Canyonlands  
Tote Bag is Jacquard woven  
to ensure a rich, dynamic, 
textured look. Proudly  Made 
In America! (100% Cotton) 
#2897  
(Approx. 17" x 17")  
$45

A  

B  

C 

D

FREE SHIPPING
ALL ORDERS  

 $99 OR MORE
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THE LT. JOE LEAPHORN 
MYSTERIES

by TONY HILLERMAN 

Three hard-cover mysteries from 
New Mexico’s foremost novelist, Tony 
Hillerman. The three-in-one volume 
The Lt. Joe Leaphorn Mysteries: The 
Blessing Way, Dance Hall of the Dead, 
Listening Woman is a Hillerman classic.

The Blessing Way was the first book in an amazingly popular 
series. In The Blessing Way, Joe Leaphorn doesn’t get much 
of the spotlight, but Hillerman would turn him into a wise and 
clever solver of strange mysteries often involving witchcraft 
and other arcane business. It would demand Leaphorn’s 
knowledge of traditional Navajo ways to provide a key to 
unlock these puzzles.
Dance Hall of the Dead, featuring a machete wielding Zuni 
kachina, is Tony Hillerman’s most violent and bloody mystery 
novel.  Navajo Police Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn jumps full-
blown from the pages as he pursues a truly blood-curdling 
monster through the darkness of the Zuni Reservation back 
country. The climax of the mystery comes during the great 
annual Zuni ceremonial, Shalako, held at the winter solstice.  
Listening Woman takes it title from a blind medicine woman, 
Margaret Cigaret, who has special powers.  She uses a kind 
of divination to diagnose a patient named Hosteen Tso.  He 
tells a jumbled tale of witches, caves and sand paintings 
that makes no sense to the old woman.  This is the third 
solo outing for Joe Leaphorn and Ernest Franklin’s drawings 
capture all of the action and suspense—with a few fearful 
shivers. Peter MacDonald, once Chairman of the Navajo Tribe, 
provides an excellent introduction.

Set of 3 Hillerman Books 
9607  Only $59  

2055 The Blessing Way, Hard Cover $24   
2073 Dance Hall of the Dead, Hard Cover $24  
2077 Listening Woman, Hard Cover $24 

LIMITED SUPPLY
Last Hard-Bound Books in Circulation!

SPECIAL DEAL — ALL 3 BOOKS!

D   TONY HILLERMAN’S BUSTER  
MESQUITE’S COWBOY BAND 
Author Tony Hillerman’s Buster Mesquite’s Cowboy 
Band gives a quirky southwestern retelling of a classic 
children’s tale, with a much more satisfactory ending. 
Delightful illustrations by Navajo artist Ernest Franklin, 
whose visual puns and hidden jokes make for a delight 
to revisit over and over, always with a fresh sense of 
discovery. #  2056  (Hardcover)  $24

D

TONY HILLERMAN MYSTERIES ON DVD  
Originally presented on the PBS MYSTERY! series, now 
you can own these thrillers on DVD. Navajo sleuths Joe 
Leaphorn, played by Wes Studi and Jim Chee, played 
by Adam Beach  team up to solve three different murder 
mysteries based on the best-selling novels of Tony Hillerman. 

A  A THIEF OF TIME An archaeologist turned pottery poacher 
thinks she has cracked the secret of the vanished Anasazi 
culture, when she herself vanishes. #6927 (90 min.) $29

D  SKINWALKERS  Leaphorn and Chee investigate the 
murder of a medicine man who has left a partially completed 
pictograph at the crime scene.  #6925 (97 min.) $29

C  COYOTE WAITS Leaphorn and Chee are summoned to  
the scene of a cop killing, where a drunken Navajo shaman 
is holding the murder weapon. #6926 (107 min.) $29

    #6928 All Three Tony Hillerman DVD Mysteries $79

A C

B

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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A  NAVAJO YEI BOWL  
Yei Dancers are mystical and lithe, sometimes dancing 
all through the night. This multi color bowl gives life to 
the Yei tradition, a fanciful but stylish choice for your  
home. 
#5620  $112

B  CRAZY CAT SOCKS 
Wild and crazy felines on the loose! 
Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable.  
#8523  (Fits sizes 8-11)  $12

D  HIAWATHA AND THE PEACEMAKER 
Born of Mohawk and Cayuga descent, musical icon Robbie Robertson 
learned the story of Hiawatha and his spiritual guide, the Peacemaker, 
as part of the Iroquois oral tradition. Now he shares the same gift of 
storytelling with a new generation. Hiawatha was a strong and articulate 
Mohawk who was chosen to translate the Peacemaker’s message of 
unity for the five warring Iroquois nations during the 14th century. 
This message not only succeeded in uniting the tribes but also forever 
changed how the Iroquois governed themselves—a blueprint for 
democracy that would later inspire the authors of the U.S. Constitution. 
Caldecott Honor–winning illustrator David Shannon brings this to life 
with arresting oil paintings helping to craft a new children’s classic that 
will both educate and inspire readers of all ages. Includes a CD featuring 
a new, original song written and performed by Robbie Robertson. 
#5373  (Hardcover, 48 pp.)  $22

C  ROADRUNNER IN HIGHTOPS 
So that’s how Roadrunners move so fast — it’s the hightop 
sneakers! Navajo artist, Chandler Begaye, is the creator 
of this whimsical, hand-carved and hand-painted folk art 
Roadrunner. Better catch him before he disappears!  
#5621  (Approx. 7" Long)  $39

A

B

C

C

2055 The Blessing Way, Hard Cover $24   
2073 Dance Hall of the Dead, Hard Cover $24  
2077 Listening Woman, Hard Cover $24 

FREE SHIPPING
ALL ORDERS  

 $99 OR MORE
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A  PURPLE COWL NECK TUNIC 
Ultra plush Jacquard fabric with a crossover hem and a generous 
cowl neck is as cozy as it is elegant. The hem and sleeves feature 
a peacock colored border complemented by a row of contrast 
stitching. Wonderfully versatile dress it up with slacks or dress it 
down with leggings or jeans.(63% Rayon/33% Polyester/4% Lycra)  
#8280  (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X)  Was $67 Now $32

B  NORTH STAR MEDITATION C.D. 
North Star Meditations is a special collection of soft, gentle, 
meditative favorites that will lift and heal your spirit this Christmas 
season and year-round. John Hurling’s flute music is inspired by 
the Southwest Dessert Plateaus of the Four Corners Area. 
#1864C  $17

C  LADIES' EBONY & TURQUOISE MOCCASINS 
Crafted one pair at a time by the Huron Indians in  
Quebec, Canada these cozy, comfortable Ladies  
Moccasins feature rich ebony-dyed Leather  
accented with bold, turquoise-colored beads! 
#7146  (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10)  $69

D  JUNGLE PAIN BOTANICAL PAIN THERAPY 
Concentrated blend of natural anti-inflammatory  
and antioxidant oils revered by ancient cultures 
across the planet. Spray this mixture of Brazilian  
copaiba and andiroba, Australian eucalyptus,  
Morrocan argan, Israeli nigella seed, meadow foam  
seed, and peppermint oils on sore and over-exerted  
joints and muscles for quick pain relief. 
#4007  $26

A 

E

B

C

D

 
E  ZUNI BEAR PENDANT 

Lovely Zia bear made of mother of 
pearl, black marble, turquoise and 
coral. A stunning authentic fetish.   
#5223  $42

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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A  EAGLE MOUNTAIN SHIRT 
Beautiful shirt shows stunning eagle imagery. This tee shirt  
features a comfortable relaxed fit dyed with organic dyes.   
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10360  Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10361  Short Sleeve T-Shirt  $24

D  ELEVEN HIDDEN EAGLES SHIRT 
Can you find all 11 Hidden Eagles on this Shirt?  
A challenging puzzle as well as an inspiring work  
of art! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10307  Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10308  Short Sleeve T-Shirt  $24 
ALSO AVAILABLE AS A SWEATSHIRT HOODIE! 
#10376  (S, M, L, XL, 2X)  $48

C

B

A

C  EAGLE RING  
Express your bold sense of style  
with our Eagle Ring, a fine design  
with rich intricate detail. Indicate 
 ring size. #5706  $72

D  MEN'S EAGLE WATCH 
Powerful Eagle Wings of Sterling Silver  
unfolding against a rich backdrop of 12K Gold-Fill  
define the grandeur of this handsome Mens Watch.  
#4260  (Quartz Movement)  $179 

E   LADIES' EAGLE WATCH 
The stately image of the majestic, soaring Eagle adorns this unique 
Ladies Watch. Ladies Eagle Watch is made up of Sterling Silver on 
12K Gold-Fill background. #4261 (Quartz Movement)  $119

D E
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A  LAVENDER GOAT MILK SOAP 
Our natural lavender oil and bud infused goat milk bar soap 
leaves the skin smooth and hydrated. A sprinkle of lavender 
buds helps with grip as well as gently scrub and exfoliate for 
revitalized skin. 
#4010   $11

B  MAGICAL SLEEPY TIME DREAM SPRAY 
Use this aromatic and naturally calming blend of lavender oil 
and natural geothermal waters from the well at our farm to 
spray on the bed, clothes, and body for relaxing sleep. 
#4003  (4 oz.)  $12

C  FROLICKING DEER LAVENDER BODY BUTTER 
Rich and luxurious body butter is crafted with beeswax, aloe 
vera, and oils of lavender, sunflower seed, soy bean, jojoba 
seed, and chamomile. Use after a bath or shower for lasting 
skin hydration and the relaxing aroma of lavender. 
#4005  (8 oz.)  $24

D  THICK & SILKY LAVENDER CREAM 
A smooth and healthy facial, hand, and body moisturizing cream 
concocted from a wonderful blend of aloe vera, vitamin E, and oils 
of lavender, sunflower seed, jojoba seed, meadowfoam seed, and 
rosemary. Works well under makeup foundations. 
#4004  (8 oz.)  $24

E  PURE LAVENDER OIL 
100% pure oil is distilled from a lavender variety that thrives in 
our high desert climate of New Mexico. It offers a deep, rich, sweet 
aroma perfect for relaxing baths, aroma-therapy, perfume, cuts and 
burns, headaches, anxiety, and to help one drift into a wonderfully 
rejuvenating sleep. Spritz your home, closet, bathroom, car, or  
yourself with the aroma of 100% pure lavender oil. 
#4008  (1 oz.)  $18

F  EMBROIDERED LAVENDER SACHET 
Fragrant lavender buds with a beautifully embroidered l 
avender motif for the dresser, closet, or car. 
#4011  $10

Share lavender with our 
embroidered lavender muslin 
bag and 8 oz. of Thick and  
Silky Cream, a 4 oz. Magical  
Sleepy Dream Time spray, a  
bar of Lavender Soap, and  
a small sachet. 
#4009  $49

A
B

C

D

E

F

FOR THE LOVE OF  
LAVENDER   
These lovely gifts for mom evoke the fragrant fields  
of lavender and relaxing afternoons at the spa. 

LAVENDER  
GIFT BAG
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B  A HANDBOOK OF NATIVE AMERICAN HERBS 
This authoritative guide — based on the author’s classic  
reference work, Indian Herbalogy of North America —  
is a portable illustrated companion for the professional  
and amateur herbalist alike. It provides detailed  
descriptions of 125 of the most useful medicinal   
plants commonly found in North America, along  
with directions for a range of uses, remedies  for 
common ailments, and notes on the  herbal  
traditions of other landas.  
#5354  (Softcover, 256 pages)  $19

B  HUMMINGBIRD VASE 
Just in time for Spring! From Navajo 
artist Paul Lansing, a richly detailed 
hummingbird sipping nectar from 
a flower with intricate geometric 
patterns on back.  
#5633  (6” x 4.5”)  $149 

C  KENDRA FANCY TUNIC 
You’ll be stunned at the detail 
that has gone into  this exquisite 
Fancy Tunic! The bodice is covered 
in intricate smocking while the 
scalloped hem is accented with 
subtle, delicate embroidery. 
Scrunchy, ruched bracelet-length 
sleeves and vintage-style buttons  on 
cotton voile and mesh complete the 
classy look.  (60% Cotton/40% Rayon)  
#8300 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $79

D  HUMMINGBIRD  SOCKS 
Beautiful hummingbird socks 
feature different varieties  of resting 
or fluttering hummingbirds on a 
light lavender background. Cotton/
nylon blend and machine washable. 
#8546 (Sizes 9–11)  $12

E  MULTI NUGGET TURQUOISE 
BRACELET 
Multi nugget Turquoise stones with 
handsome brown leather snap 
closure strap. #3312  $45

D  THICK & SILKY LAVENDER CREAM 
A smooth and healthy facial, hand, and body moisturizing cream 
concocted from a wonderful blend of aloe vera, vitamin E, and oils 
of lavender, sunflower seed, jojoba seed, meadowfoam seed, and 
rosemary. Works well under makeup foundations. 
#4004  (8 oz.)  $24

E  PURE LAVENDER OIL 
100% pure oil is distilled from a lavender variety that thrives in 
our high desert climate of New Mexico. It offers a deep, rich, sweet 
aroma perfect for relaxing baths, aroma-therapy, perfume, cuts and 
burns, headaches, anxiety, and to help one drift into a wonderfully 
rejuvenating sleep. Spritz your home, closet, bathroom, car, or  
yourself with the aroma of 100% pure lavender oil. 
#4008  (1 oz.)  $18

F  EMBROIDERED LAVENDER SACHET 
Fragrant lavender buds with a beautifully embroidered l 
avender motif for the dresser, closet, or car. 
#4011  $10

FREE SHIPPING
ALL ORDERS  

 $99 OR MORE
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C  MOOSE MOUNTAIN AT SUNSET 
Deep shades of a soothing purple and pink.  
Cotton/Nylon blend.  
#8542  Fits Sizes 9-11  $12

D   ELEVEN HIDDEN OWLS SHIRT 
Can you find all 11 Hidden Owls on this Shirt?  
A challenging puzzle as well as a captivating  
work of art! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10301  Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10302  Short Sleeve T-Shirt  $24 
#10303  Children's Short Sleeve (S, M, L, XL)  $18 
ALSO AVAILABLE AS A SWEATSHIRT HOODIE! 
#10381  (S, M, L, XL, 2X)  $48

A  CASCADE MOUNTAIN ORGANIC RAFFIA WESTERN HAT 
Made from beautiful hand braided Raffia and features a diamond  
shape vented crown. Beautiful turquoise blue colored stones make  
up the band. Has a shapeable brim so you can bend it to your style  
and a comfortable terry inner stretch band for a perfect fit. Made  
from Hand-Braided Organic Raffia. 3.5" Brim, 4.5" Crown Height. 
Choose from two colors, Dark Brown or Natural. 
#4516  (One Size)  $42

B

C

D

B  GOOFY OWL FETISH 
He is a Wise Guy! This handsome owl is beautifully hand  
carved from antler.  
#5205  $42

People have told me they don’t trust 
placing orders in catalogs anymore; 
they have too many problems with 
sizing and a hassle having to send 
items back. I put myself in your 
hands and you never let me down 
...Keep up the fantastic job!

Linda Okon, Washington, MI

“

”

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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D   ALL-A-FLUTTER SOCKS 
Flitting from flower to flower, imbibing sweet nectar —  
ah, the life of a Hummingbird! Cotton/Nylon blend. 
#8522 Fits Sizes 9-11 $12

C   HUMMINGBIRD FETISH 
Contemplative handsome hummer taking a brief rest.  
Carved from green serpentine with piercing turquoise eyes. 
#5207  $49

B   CHARITY FLORAL BLOUSE 
Shell white super stylish blouse 
with exquisite colorful floral  
embroidery. A delightful Spring style,  
pair this top with your favorite pair  
of jeans. (100% Cotton) 
#8352  (S, M, L, XL)  $99

B

D

C

A  SECRETS OF NATIVE AMERICAN  
HERBAL REMEDIES 
For centuries, Native American  
healers have used the gifts of  
nature to bestow health and healing  
on those in need. Author Anthony  
Cichoke explores more than 100  
American herbs, including such newly popular 
ones as echinacea, ginkgo biloba, ginseng, and 
goldenseal. Part Two recommends healing formulas 
for common conditions, including recipes for 
therapeutic teas, ointments, washes, gargles, and 
more. An invaluable resource!  
#5351  (Softcover, 274 pages)  $20
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A  BIRD AND FEATHER WOOL HAT  
The shape of this classic style hat looks great on everyone. 
It's crushable and features a leather chin cord and satin 
inner adjustable band for a perfect fit. Made from 100% 
Australian Wool, 3.5" Brim, Crushable, Leather Chin Cord. 
Please indicate color: Black, Chocolate, Putty, or Plum. 
#4518  (One Size)  $64

E  CAT’S CRADLE SHIRT  
Folks are sure to do a double take when they see 
you wearing this incredibly realistic Cat’s Cradle 
Shirt! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10211  Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10212  Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 
#10213  Children's Short Sleeve (S, M, L, XL)  $18 
ALSO AVAILABLE AS A SWEATSHIRT HOODIE! 
#10386  (S, M, L, XL, 2X)  $48

D  ABYSSINIAN CAT SHIRT 
Artist Dean Russo is famous for his bold, abstract 
portraits of cats and dogs, and his commitment 
to animal rescue and pet adoption. Show your 
support with this Abyssinian Cat Shirt! (100% 
Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10390  Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10391  Short Sleeve T-Shirt  $24

B  BLONDE JASPER CAT FETISH 
Blonde handsomely carved jasper  
cat with silver necklace. 
#5206  $42

C  BLACK CAT FETISH 
Black marble cat with silver necklace.  
An elegant hand carved sculpture 
#5226  $42

FREE SHIPPING
ALL ORDERS  

 $99 OR MORE
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A

SWIF Announces  
Construction of Route 66  

Skatepark  in Gallup

FORGOTTEN AMERICANS SKATEPARK 

We are proud to announce that the Route 66 Skatepark 
will become a reality this summer. Our whole community is 
excited, as we have just started construction in April! Thanks 
to you, we have accumulated enough resources to build the 
park. The construction materials are ordered, and the park 
will be going up starting later in the Spring.

We are honored that Tony Hawk, and his Foundation 
is a major contributor to this project. The Tony Hawks 
Foundation not only donated resources, but Tony himself 
worked with the architect to come up with the final design.

KIDS DESERVE A PLACE TO GROW
Skateparks build and sustain healthy communities. As a 
gathering place for dedicated, athletic youth, the skatepark 
provides the forum for visitors young and old, beginning 
and skilled, to meet and share experiences. For many 
skateboarding youth, the skatepark becomes a home-away-
from-home. 

Faithful supporters like you are essential for 
projects like this, and we thank you for your 
generous donations. The Skatepark will make  
an immediate difference in the lives our youth. 
Our people will be eternally grateful.

The process of getting a 
park teaches kids in the 
community valuable lessons  
about perseverance, and that 
working with their city leaders 
can be a positive experience.

Tony Hawk

“

“
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A  ZIA QUAIL 
Cover your Cuvee with this handsome  
Picasso Marble Zia Quail. 
#5221  $69 

B  ZIA DUCK 
Unlimited beauty made from Picasso  
Marble, turquoise and coral.     
#5220  $69

C  EYEGLASS HOLDER 
Strung with stylish turquoise stones and  
brown shell beads, you will express your  
creativity with this fine eyeglass chain. 
#12138  $56

D  TURQUOISE WATCH 
Large chunks of natural Turquoise set in Sterling Silver, 
with Kokopelli watch face.  Quartz movement.   
#4237  (Men’s)  $189 
#4238  (Ladies’)  $169

D

B

A

C

E

E  MIMBRE JOURNEY SHIRT  
You will look like you just hopped off the plane from the  
desert Southwest!  (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10408  Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10409  Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

FREE SHIPPING
ALL ORDERS  

 $99 OR MORE
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A  LEOPARD MARBLE BISON 
Beautiful marble sculpture with  
turquoise eyes and antlers.  
#5219  $79

B  AMERICAN BUFFALO:  
SPIRIT OF A NATION DVD 
On May 9, 2016, the bison was named The 
National Mammal of the United States of 
America. The American bison once roamed 
the prairies in vast herds and holds a unique 
place in American history, especially in 
relationship to America’s Indian Tribes. Now, 
from the award-winning show Nature comes 
this fascinating documentary focusing on this 
majestic beast and the struggle to rebuild 
and protect its population. Beautifully filmed, 
brimming with facts and historical context. 
#6943  (55 Minutes)  $20

C  PATRIOTIC BISON VASE 
By Paul Lansing. Unique colorful style, hand 
etched and exquisitely painted. 
#5635  (4" x 6")  $189

D  BISON FOREST SHIRT 
Beautifully designed with intense imagery, 
this tee shirt features a comfortable relaxed fit 
dyed with organic dyes. (100% Cotton)   
(M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10362  Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10363  Short Sleeve T-Shirt  $24

E   TWO GREY HILLS STYLE SOCKS 
Comfy and stylish Native American  
patterned socks are made with a cotton/ 
nylon blend. Machine washable. 
#8540  Fits Sizes 8-11  $12  

D

E

C

A

B

A  ZIA QUAIL 
Cover your Cuvee with this handsome  
Picasso Marble Zia Quail. 
#5221  $69 

B  ZIA DUCK 
Unlimited beauty made from Picasso  
Marble, turquoise and coral.     
#5220  $69

E  MIMBRE JOURNEY SHIRT  
You will look like you just hopped off the plane from the  
desert Southwest!  (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10408  Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10409  Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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A  CRIMSON COWL NECK TUNIC 
Crimson Cowl Neck Tunic – Crimson and Black are the dynamic 
duo of this Rayon Lira Knit, topped by an elegant cowl neck. 
Double-edged crossover hem and 3⁄4 sleeve ends, accented with 
contrast stitching. Wonderfully versatile — dress it up with slacks or 
dress it down with leggings or jeans.  
#8295  (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X)  $67

B  CAT STORYTELLER BY CAROL LUCERO 
Influenced by memories of her Grandparents imparting ancient 
wisdom in the tradition of Native Storytelling, Carol is best known 
as a specialist in making traditional Jemez Storytellers. Extremely 
fine sculpting and painting make this a wonderful collector's piece. 
#5632  (6" x 4")  $329

C  NATIVE BLANKET SOCKS 
Bright and comfortable. Cotton/nylon blend. 
#8543  (Sizes 9–11)  $12

C  ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBES 
This is a comprehensive reference book that discusses more  
than 150 Indian tribes of North America, as well as prehistoric 
peoples and civilizations. From Abenaki to Zuni, this incredible 
work is organized alphabetically by  
Indian tribe or group. The informative,  
accessible text summarizes the  
historical record — such as locations,  
migrations, contacts with non-Indians,  
wars — and includes present-day tribal  
affairs. This revised edition updates  
tribal histories to the end of the 20th  
century. The book also covers traditional  
Indian lifeways, including diet, housing,  
transportation, tools, clothing, art, legends,  
and rituals, as well as language families.  
“....a first-class, accurate, well-illustrated  
reference work.” — American Reference  
Books Annual (250 original color  
illustrations, 11 color maps). 
#5241 (Softcover, 312 pp., 8.5" x 11")  $29

A

B

D
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 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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A  DRAMATIC DUSTER 
Dramatic Duster in fashionable shades of teal and grey  
with cinnamon accent. Knee length with side slits.   
#8365  (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X)  $79

B  LADIES' STERLING STAMPED WATCH 
Navajo-crafted, hand-stamped Sterling Silver Watch  
with Sleeping Beauty Turquoise accents. 
#4302  (Quartz Movement)  $112

C  MEN'S STERLING STAMPED WATCH 
Navajo-crafted, hand-stamped Sterling Silver Watch  
with Sleeping Beauty Turquoise accents. 
#4301 (Quartz Movement) $219  

B C

C  BLACK MARBLE SHEEP 
Hand-carved with turquoise 
eyes. 
#5215   $39 

D  WHITE MARBLE SHEEP 
Hand-carved with turquoise 
eyes. 
#5216   $39

A

D E
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B  MOJAVE BOATER HAT 
This hat will not fade or shrink and it floats!! 
Has a secret pocket and ventilation. A chin 
cord will keep it secure and can be packed 
for travel. Made from recycled plastic 
bottles. Waterproof. 3.5” Brim, 4.25”  
Crown Height. Color: Sand. 
#4519  (S, M, L, XL)  $48 

B  SOUTHWEST MADONNA 
Adorned in the colors and designs of the Indian 
Southwest, this graceful and stately ceramic 
Madonna is entirely Navajo-crafted and  hand-
painted.  
#4589  (8.5” Tall)  $39

A  FLAGS OF OUR FATHERS SHIRT  
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10374  Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10375  Short Sleeve T-Shirt  $24

B

C

D

A

D  THE TRAIL OF TEARS 
This deeply moving, high-definition feature DVD documents the forced 
removal in 1838 of the Cherokee Nation from the southeastern United 
States to Oklahoma. The Jacksonian policy of removal led to a brutal, 
cross-country trek in which nearly a quarter of the tribal citizens died from 
hunger, exposure, disease and sheer exhaustion. Wes Studi, the well-known 
Cherokee actor (Last of the Mohicans), presents the documentary film, 
speaking on camera in his native tongue (with subtitles). Noted actor James 
Earl Jones, who is of blended African and Cherokee heritage provides the 
narration. They are supported by the celebrity voices of actor James Garner, 
singer Crystal Gayle, actor John Buttram and former Virginia Gov. Douglas 
Wilder reading original diary excerpts, while a host of historical experts from 
major universities provide commentary. 
#5288  (115 Minutes)  $35

FREE SHIPPING
ALL ORDERS  

 $99 OR MORE
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A  NAVAJO SOUL ZIP TOP TOTE 
Created in rich desert tones and finished in a hand rubbed turquoise 
patina, this tote will inspire the wandering soul. Multi-colored spots 
and cut-outs revealing layers of leather enhance the vintage design 
and create dimension. Two pockets on the back are both large 
enough to accommodate large cell phones. A matching wallet is 
available to complete the look. Each handbag features cotton lining, 
an interior zip pocket, interior accessory pouches, and also includes a 
protective storage bag. 100% genuine full grain leather. 131" x 10.5" 
x 4.5" with adjustable 12.5" shoulder strap drop.   
#7573  $228
  NAVAJO SOUL WALLET 
Matching tri-fold wallet has spring snap closure, back zipper coin pocket,  
13 card slots, flap for a checkbook, and 5 compartments. 7.5" x 4".   
#7400  $89

D  DIAMONDS AND STRIPES SOCKS 
Cotton/nylon blend. Machine washable. 
#8545 Fits Sizes 9-11 $12

E   THE FOUNDERS SHIRT 
Above the iconic image of Mt. Rushmore, hover four earlier  
“founding fathers”: Chief Joseph, Sitting Bull, Geronimo,  
and Red Cloud. Comfortable fit, dyed with organic dyes.  
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, XXL or XXXL) 
#10190 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32 
#10191 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 

C  TURQUOISE WAVE  
BRACELET 
The natural beauty of  
turquoise with rugged  
leather strap with snap  
closure. 
#3311  $45

A

B

C

D
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B  THE ANCIENT SOUTHWEST 
Gregory McNamee guides you on a memorable tour through 
50 national and state parks, monuments, and other cherished 
sites in the modern American Southwest. Simultaneously, he 
leads you far back in time to the eras when the earliest human 
beings lived in what is now Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and 
Utah. These ancient people left intriguing clues: pueblos, tools, 
pottery, jewelry, baskets, petroglyphs, pictographs, clothing, 
kivas, and weavings. From such evidence, archaeologists can 

reconstruct sophisticated cultures with advanced 
knowledge of astronomy, 

architecture, agriculture, 
and art. In more than 130 
spectacular photographs, 
Larry Lindahl captures 
the essence of these 
remarkable locations. 

(Softcover, 96 pages)  
#5376   $17

A  EMMA CORAL TUNIC 
Our textured cotton Emma Coral tunic with the Henley scooped 
neckline is a classic for any wardrobe and features design details  
such as pin tucks and raised embroidery. Roll the sleeves for an  
added flair with the elegantly printed cuffs! (100% Cotton) 
#8331 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $63 

CROSSED ARROWS TRI-FOLD WALLET 
Matching tri-fold wallet has spring snap closure, back zipper  
coin pocket, 13 card slots, flap for a checkbook, and  
5 compartments. 7.5" x 4". 
#7561  $98

A

C

D
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C  PINK PIG FETISH 
Whimsical pig hand-carved from 
dolomite with turquoise eyes.  
#5203  $49

D  CROSSED ARROWS ZIP TOP SHOULDER BAG 
Crossed arrows are a Native American Universal sign of 
Friendship...please be our Friend! Each piece is hand-made 
of full grain genuine leather, and the unique designs are hand 
tooled on two front pockets. Created in muted earth tones of 
distressed charcoal brown and chestnut leathers, this bag has 
just the right amount of fringe and features a simple yet striking 
silver concho. Features a signature keepsake, cotton lining, an 
interior zip pocket, interior accessory pouches, and also includes 
a protective storage bag. 100% genuine full grain leather.  
11" x 9" x 3" with adjustable 12 – 14" shoulder strap drop.   
#7563  $220
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A  EMMA CORAL TUNIC 
Our textured cotton Emma Coral tunic with the Henley scooped 
neckline is a classic for any wardrobe and features design details  
such as pin tucks and raised embroidery. Roll the sleeves for an  
added flair with the elegantly printed cuffs! (100% Cotton) 
#8331 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $63 

C  PINK PIG FETISH 
Whimsical pig hand-carved from 
dolomite with turquoise eyes.  
#5203  $49

B  CINNABAR 3-PIECE PANT SET 
Exotic pattern, beautiful color. “Drapery” jacket has a refined fit, lapel 
gracefully cascades all down the front. Solid scoop neck tee; tapered 
leg pant with trapunto (quilted) waist in front, elastic in back. Pattern 
placement may vary. Hand-washable crinkle rayon. 
#4076  S (6-8), M (10-12), L (12-14), XL (14-16),  
1X (18-20), 2X (22-24) 3X (24-26)  $129

C  ROASTED GARLIC & OLIVE SALSA 
A fabulous fusion of flavors! Roasted garlic, green and black olives, 
onions, jalapenos all come together in this mouth-watering delight!  
#8746  (Hot – 16 oz.)  $9    #8747  (Mild – 16 oz.)  $9

D  TRADITIONAL SALSA 
This is The One! At the 16th Annual Battle of the Salsas at the New 
Mexico State Fair, this amazing Salsa beat out 31 other entrants for 
complete New Mexico Salsa bragging rights! Nuff said. 
#8748 (Hot – 16 oz.) $9     #8749  (Medium – 16 oz.)  $9

E  FIVE CHILE SALSA 
Thick and chunky…roasted tomatoes, jalapenos,  
chipotle, green chile, chile pequin, and a touch of  
habanero. A feast for the tastebuds! (Medium) 
#8743  (16 oz.)  $9

F  PEACH SALSA 
Sweet and spicy. A tantalizing combination  
of tomatoes and peaches! (Medium)  
#8744  (16 oz.)  $9

C
D E F 

A  HORSE, FOLLOW CLOSELY: NATIVE AMERICAN HORSEMANSHIP 
Horse and rider are one. Theirs is a relationship of trust, harmony, and respect born 
of a way of life that is all but lost. One man puts it within our grasp again. In this 
magnificent book, GaWaNi Pony Boy illustrates the traditional training methods — 
methods that are steeped in common sense and the age-old wisdom of his ancestors, 
America’s first great horsemen. The stunning full-color photographs by renowned 
European photographer Gabrielle Boiselle and the simple eloquence of the text takes 
us back to the days when horse training was not merely about getting results but 
about creating a bond for life. An inspiration for riders and a feast for horse and Native 
American culture enthusiasts, Horse,  
Follow Closely: Native American  
Horsemanship forges a relationship with  
readers that few books can ever hope  
to achieve.  #5287 (Softcover, 136 pp.,  
80 color photos) $29 

B
FREE SHIPPING

ALL ORDERS  
 $99 OR MORE
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C  EAGLE FEATHER THROW BLANKET 
Soft to the touch and providing a warm, welcoming embrace,  
this huge Eagle Feather Throw Blanket will make a beautiful  
addition to your lodge, retreat, office or home! Inspired by  
traditional Native American patterns, this gorgeous Throw  
Blanket is proudly woven in America!  
#2887  (54" Wide x 70" Long)  $72  
EAGLE FEATHER PILLOW  
Matching Eagle Feather Pillow. 
#2890  (10" Wide x 17" Long)  $45   
EAGLE FEATHER THROW  BLANKET  
& TWO PILLOW SET 
#9598  $149  
ALSO AVAILABLE as a high-quality Jacquard Woven  
Tapestry Wall Hanging! Complete with Hanging Rod  
and hardware (hangs vertically). 
#2886 (53" Wide x 76" Long) $319 

 A  WARM-ME-UP BLANKET WRAPS 
With just a few quick snaps and the pull of a zipper, this plush, 
oversized blanket becomes a personal Wrap! The ultimate  
two-in-one  — Use as a Blanket or wear as a Robe! Super soft,  
cozy, and warm. (60" x 65") (90% Acrylic/10% Polyester)  
#8339 Chimayo Wrap (Blue) $49 
#8340 Anasazi Wrap (Red) $49 

 B  PAINTED HILLS SKY TOTE BAG 
This Painted Hills Sky Tote Bag is jacquard-woven  
to ensure a rich, dynamic, textured look. Proudly  
made in America! (100% Cotton) 
#2902  (Approx. 17” x 17”)  $45

B 
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 A 
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C

A  EYEGLASS HOLDER 
Keep your glasses at hand with our 
fashionable eyeglass chain strung with 
coral and turquoise stones and brown 
shell beads. XX" 
#12139  $46

B  COSMO EMBROIDERED BLOUSE 
A walking kaleidoscope of color! With 
bright and bold detailed embroidery  
and design, you will be like a walking  
work of art.  
#8353  (S, M, L, XL)  $136

C    NEO GEO SOCKS 
Neo Geo "look at that shine" socks  are a 
Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable. 
#8539 Fits Sizes 9-11 $12

 A  WARM-ME-UP BLANKET WRAPS 
With just a few quick snaps and the pull of a zipper, this plush, 
oversized blanket becomes a personal Wrap! The ultimate  
two-in-one  — Use as a Blanket or wear as a Robe! Super soft,  
cozy, and warm. (60" x 65") (90% Acrylic/10% Polyester)  
#8339 Chimayo Wrap (Blue) $49 
#8340 Anasazi Wrap (Red) $49 

 B  PAINTED HILLS SKY TOTE BAG 
This Painted Hills Sky Tote Bag is jacquard-woven  
to ensure a rich, dynamic, textured look. Proudly  
made in America! (100% Cotton) 
#2902  (Approx. 17” x 17”)  $45

A
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SHOP NOW
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B  EMBROIDERED SWIF FLEECE JACKET 
Cozy Fleece Jacket features full zip front and 
vertical zip pockets. Available in Men's and 
Ladies' sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL, and XXXL.  
#SWIF-MF  Men's Fleece Jacket  $72 
#SWIF-WF  Ladies' Fleece Jacket  $69

C  CEDAR RUN ROBE  
Plush unisex robe is  incredibly plush, extra 
soft. Made from 100% recycled microfiber, 
they’re not only the last word in comfort — 
they’re also 100% Earth-Friendly! 
#8265 (Two Sizes: S/M or L/XL) $59

D  BIRDS ON A WIRE SOCKS 
Fabulously fun...and fun to wear! 
Cotton/nylon blend. 
#8537  $12

A  EMBROIDERED SWIF SHELL JACKET 
 These stylish and cozy warm jackets were designed just for  you who support 
the Southwest Indian Foundation. We could not do it without you! Lined Shell 
Jacket features updated design that is versatile and comfortable. Available in 
Men's and Ladies' sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL, and XXXL. 
#SWIF-MS  Men's Shell Jacket  $84 
#SWIF-WS  Ladies' Shell Jacket  $79

A

B

C

D

SWIF has an emergency assistance program when a 
helping hand is needed or urgent situations develop.

Food, clothing, shelter and  transportation are 
provided when families and individuals have no 
other place to turn. We have been called the Red 
Cross of the Southwest.

FREE SHIPPING
ALL ORDERS  

 $99 OR MORE
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A    BLACK WHALE 
Smooth hand-carved from black marble with mother of pearl. 
#5222  $42

B    ZUNI OLLA MAIDEN 
Zuni Fetish hand-carved from exquisite antler with striking 
turquoise and coral.       
#5213  $69

C    BLUE BEAR FETISH 
Blue bear fetish hand-carved from sodalite with double silver  
heartline. A powerful symbol. 
#5212  $52

D  HOWLING COYOTE 
Black marble with striking turquoise eyes. 
#5225   $38

E    WHITE BUFFALO 
White marble sculpture with turquoise eyes.    
#5218   $42

A
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F   THREE-PIECE BLACK & GOLD ENSEMBLE  
Features a solid Chartreuse 2-way front Tank Top with side slits,  
giving you the option to wear it as a square neck or round neck, 
coupled with solid Black Straight Pants with a fully elasticized waistline. 
To complete the ensemble is a long sleeve open Jacket  
with side slits featuring a Black/Ivory border design with jewel tones 
and a gold foil finish. Wrinkle free, wash ’n wear for the woman on  
the go! (90% acetate,  10% spandex) Machine washable. 
#8208  (XS/S:4-8, S/M:8-12, L/XL:14-18, 2X/3X: 20-24)  $139



Handsome teardrop turquoise set, made from  
Kingman turquoise. Native American handmade.TEARDROP TURQUOISE  

A  BRACELET 
#3306 $89

B   PENDANT 
#12133  $60

C  EARRINGS  
#11143-ER  $66

  

D  CHELSEA TURQUOISE TOP 
This Chelsea Turquoise Top featuring random circular cutouts and 
elegant decorative buttons will make a wonderful addition to your 
wardrobe! A classic fit with modern detailing, 3⁄4 sleeves, and a 
Mandarin collar. (100% Cotton) 
#8327  (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X)  $67 

E    CACTUS COLORED SKY SOCKS 
Brighten up your day with these bad boys!  
Cotton/nylon blend. Machine washable. 
#8538  Fits Sizes 8-11  $12

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW

AUTHENTIC NATIVE CRAFTS
Where all your Purchases  

Help the Poorest of the Poor

A  BRACELET 
#3306 $89

B   PENDANT 
#12133  $59

C  EARRINGS  
#11143-ER  $59   

FREE SHIPPING
ALL ORDERS  

 $99 OR MORE
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